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Section 1
Program Overview
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A. Program History
The manufacturing programs at Ferris State University originated in 1956, with
the implementation of an associate degree program titled, Machine Tool. This
program offered students the opportunity to earn a degree while learning to apply
the science and methodology of precision machining technology. By the mid
1960’s, Michigan’s educational system was rapidly expanding and as part of this
expansion, both community colleges and secondary vocational schools were
developing similar programs. In order to ensure that the program remained
unique, the program decided to focus more on the production side of precision
machining technology.
By the mid 1970’s, this focus on production had received considerable attention
from industry. This attention, combined with an increasing demand for
manufacturing engineers, eventually led to the development and implementation
of the Manufacturing Engineering Technology bachelor of science degree
program in 1976. As the first bachelors program in technology, this program
served as an incubator for several other programs including: Plastics Engineering
Technology, Welding Engineering Technology, and Product Design Engineering
Technology.
Around this same time, Computer Numerical Control (CNC), Computer-Aided
Design (CAD), and Computer-Aided Machining (CAM) technologies were
becoming more affordable and common in the industry. By the early 1980’s, the
program had determined that these technologies should be an integral part of the
associate degree. Given that the Manufacturing Engineering Technology
program had taken over the “production” focus, the associates program decided
to perform a major redirection and focus its attention on tooling applications. Due
to the fact that this change was more significant than previous changes, the
program’s title was changed to Manufacturing Tooling Technology.
The program held this title and focus for more than 25 years until industries
demand for more technologically diverse workers coupled with minimal
opportunities for credit articulation prompted the program to rethink its curricular
offerings. In 2007 and 2009, the program implemented two major curriculum
actions that essentially redefined the program and created a concentration
system that preserved the tooling applications option and added a general
processing concentration that allows for a wide range of flexibility, particularly for
articulation and transferability. Today, the program is titled Manufacturing
Technology and it is unquestionably the most dynamic stepping stone of any
College of Engineering Technology associate degree program.
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B. Program Description
The Manufacturing Technology program requires a total of 61 credits for
graduation including 31 credits in technical courses. The program’s current
capacity is 60 students with an annual enrollment goal is 30 new students each
year. This degree provides students the option of concentrating on either “tooling
technology” or “processing technology.” Both concentrations share a common
core with the difference being the nature of advanced technical courses.
The tooling technology concentration focuses on learning to apply the science
and methodology of precision machining, CAM/CAM, and CNC to tooling
applications. Students gain experience applying these technologies to the
design, build, tryout, troubleshooting of major tool assemblies including jig and
fixtures, metal stamping dies, and plastic injection molds. Exposure to project
management and cost-estimating are included as part of these major projects.
The processing technology concentration focuses on learning to apply other
(non-machining) manufacturing technologies such as welding, molding,
programming automation controls, etc. This concentration allows students to
select technical courses from a variety of options based on their interests.
In addition to this degree offering, the program also offers a certificate titled Basic
CNC Programming and Machine Operation which provides students the
opportunity to gain knowledge and skill in the programing, setup, and operation
of CNC milling and turning equipment. This certificate requires a minimum of
three related technical courses totaling eight credits including a course in basic
machining, 3-D CAD modeling, and CNC programming and machine utilization.
The only restriction in the number of students that can be served is the
availability of CNC courses. Currently, the program can support 15 to 20
certificate students each year.
C. Program Mission, Vision, and Values
University Mission Statement
“Ferris State University prepares students for successful careers, responsible
citizenship, and lifelong learning. Through its many partnerships and its careeroriented, broad-based education, Ferris serves our rapidly changing global
economy and society.”
College Mission Statement
“To prepare graduates who have met the high academic standards of our
programs for current and future industrial and business needs of the state, the
nation and the global market.”
8

Program Mission Statement
“Provide the best educational opportunity in tooling technology by way of projectbased, real-world experiences in well-equipped facilities resulting in a solid
foundation on which our graduates can build their careers and continue their
education.”
Program Vision
“To lead the nation in manufacturing process and tooling education as
demonstrated by student success, graduate demand, and the extent of industrial
partnerships.”
Program Values
“In addition to the values held by the university as a whole, we also believe in the
following values and consider these to be critical in performing our mission and
realizing our vision of the future.
We believe in:
-

well-experienced, technically competent faculty members;
up-to-date curriculum that reflects the current state of the industry;
the importance of a solid technical foundation;
project-based, real-world learning experience;
providing a reasonable amount of time on task;
the application of current technology; and
well-equipped facilities that emulate those found in industry.”

The MFT program supports the mission of the university by providing unique
career-oriented education opportunities through a dynamic curriculum structure.
This curriculum structure provides the following advantages which are clearly
supportive of the universities guiding principles and major initiatives:
● Concentration options that stimulate additional interest in the program.
● Improved functionality and increased ability to support articulation, dualenrollment, and direct credit programs.
● The ability to individually tailor curriculum to a student’s interests or the
needs of industrial sponsors.
● Greater assurance of on-time graduation.
● Greatly improved functionality as a stepping stone- allowing graduates
to transfer directly into any of seven bachelor’s degree programs.
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D. Program Goals
During the past six years, MFT program faculty members have been working
diligently on advancing the program. The three areas of focus have been:
curriculum, CAD/CAM technology, and enrollment. Following two major
curriculum actions in 2007 and 2009 that essentially redefined the how the
program was packaged, a new concentration-based system was implemented.
Soon after implementation, it was realized that a series of additional adjustments
were required to allow the program to continue its forward motion.
In order to ensure alignment with technology trends and better prepare students
for continuing to a bachelor’s degree, input from the program’s advisory board
and other industrial partners was used to update the majority of course
assignments and related lab projects. Today the program’s curriculum includes a
series of up-to-date assignments and projects that better serve both the students
and the industry.
With an ever increasing demand for CAD/CAM skills, the program realized the
need to more thoroughly imbed the application of CAD/CAM technologies into all
MFT courses. In order to accomplish this, program faculty have spent countless
hours learning these technologies so they can share these with the students and
assist them in applying these to the recently updated course projects. This has
been a gradual process that faculty view as a mission-critical, ongoing effort.
The result of this effort is significant and can be summarized by realizing that
today students typically complete their major tooling projects including: design,
production, tryout, and troubleshooting in about one-half the time (with better
results) than they did just ten years ago.
Although enrollment has always been of key importance, the effects of the long
standing recession that hit manufacturing hardest in 2009 took some time to
overcome. At the height of the recession, the program experienced its lowest
enrollment in its 60-year history- eight incoming freshmen. Thanks to the effort
put forth by program faculty members during the recession, the program was
well-prepared for the demand that followed. Enrollment has consistently
increased over the past six years. For this year and preceding two years, this
program is full and for the first time in recent history, the program is wait-listing
students.
With all the project modifications and increased emphasis on the application of
CAD/CAM technology, the program now faces the need to revisit its course
outcomes and ensure that these are updated and implemented into a continuous
improvement system. Getting these outcomes into TracDat and actually using
the TracDat system to improve the program is a primary goal for this coming
year.
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In addition to goals related to the typical day-to-day operations of the program,
the program faculty members from both manufacturing programs have spent
considerable time during the past three years working with the welding program
on a plan to perform a complete overhaul of the Swan Annex facility. This project
which was recently approved for construction represents a $30,000,000 capital
outlay project through the State of Michigan. This project will result in a
comprehensive upgrade of the manufacturing programs educational spaces and
equipment. As this program moves forward, the manufacturing and welding
programs are now faced with the goal of securing $7,500,000 through a major
capital campaign.
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Section 2
Curriculum and Assessment
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A. Curriculum
Overall, the curriculum system implemented in 2009 seems to be working well as
students have consistently met program objectives and feedback from employers
has been positive.
The concentration options have been an important factor in recruiting a wider
range of students. The tooling concentration attracts those with interest in
machining-intensive applications while the processing concentration provides
options for those with interest in other areas of manufacturing. One unforeseen
advantage and great example of the dynamic nature of the processing
concentration is the ability for transfers and other students (especially wait-listed
welding students) to easily complete a double associate’s degree in three years.
Even though the system seems to be working well, there are a number of items
that need to be adjusted to improve the consistency and efficiency of program
operations. These items include:
● Making the MFGT-114 (Producing Machine Components) lab course a
first semester requirement for both concentrations. This will ensure that
all successful students have the opportunity to pursue the tooling
concentration after the first semester.
● Reconfiguring both first- and second-year CNC courses from separate
lecture and lab courses back to combined lecture/lab courses.
Although the program separated these in the last curriculum action with
the hope of improving efficiency, it was realized that teaching a double
section lecture of highly technical material that constantly involves
sequential operations is simply not practical. Even though this has
been tried on few occasions, feedback from both faculty members and
students suggests that single sections are by far better for the students.
In addition to this, having a combined lecture/lab course better
facilitates floating time between lecture and lab as needed to
accommodate course progression and intensive lab projects.
● Rebalancing the credit to contact-hour ratio for the lab portion of both
first- and second-year CNC courses. During the period of time in which
the last curriculum action was processed, the program was being
pressed to reduce credits. Being that there were only four CNC
machines and students could only use these machines during one-half
of their official lab time, keeping the credit to contact ratio at 1:4 seemed
justified. Now that there are 12 CNC machines in the lab, more
intensive projects, and more emphasis on applying this technology, a
ratio of 1:2 makes a lot more sense.
● Opening up the science requirement. Currently, the both concentrations
require either PHYS-211 or CHEM-114. The problem with this is that
13

both of these options require advanced math placement and in the case
of CHEM-114, potentially an additional chemistry course. This regularly
results in students having to take an additional (unlisted) course in order
to meet this requirement. The simple fact is that it really doesn’t matter
at the associate level what this course is. Although the program may
prefer one of these, the fact is, there are other science courses that
could also benefit the student depending on what sector of industry they
choose to pursue.
● Moving the second-year CNC courses from processing concentration’s
“required” list to its “optional” list. This will provide additional flexibility,
minimize course substitution paperwork, and allow processing students
to more easily complete the Electronics and Industrial Controls minor.
As the program moves into the future and closer to making its vision a reality, the
program is considering additional certificates in the areas of Advanced CNC
Programming and System Utilization and Multi-Axis Programming and
Applications. Currently, there are no certificate programs available in these
areas and the industry is in serious need of such options.
See Appendix A, Curriculum Information, for program check sheets and a sample
course syllabus.
B. Assessment of Student Learning
Assessment of student learning outcomes is an area in which the program is upto-date at the program level but currently behind at the course level.
Program-level outcomes have been in place for several years and are assessed
and reviewed on an annual basis. For the past several years, the program has
been quite successful in producing graduates that consistently meet or exceed
program outcomes. These outcomes include:
Outcome #1
Create and utilize process documentation including: flow charts, process
sheets, set-up sheets, inspection reports, and standard operating
procedures.
Outcome #2
Apply precision machining technology to produce the precision machined
components and assemblies required in the corresponding lab courses.
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Outcome #3
Calibrate, utilize, and maintain precision measuring equipment.
Outcome #4
Utilize 3-D solid modeling software to draw precision components, fixtures,
metalform tooling, and plastic mold tooling.
Outcome #5
Utilize 3-D CAM-based programming software to produce precision
components, fixtures, metalform tooling, and plastic mold tooling.
All program-level outcomes have a criteria for success that states: “75% of
students will demonstrate a competency of 80% or better.”
Due to the nature of the program, most courses are sequential and cumulative in
nature so the assessment points for program-level outcomes are typically final
exams and/or major projects from capstone courses. For the tooling
concentration, this assessment is simple and straight-forward being tied directly
to second-year major tooling courses. For the processing concentration, this
assessment is more challenging because of the wide variety of manufacturingrelated courses a student may choose. Although three of the five program-level
outcomes apply to both concentrations, outcomes four and five are difficult to
assess for students under the processing concentration. It is likely that the
program will have to develop additional objectives that are more general in
nature so as to better-align with the processing concentration.
Once assessed, the results are reviewed by program faculty members and any
concerns would be discussed with the program industry advisory committee.
Comments from these discussions are again reviewed and adjustments are
made as needed.
An example of the implementation of this feedback is the previous note regarding
adjusting the curriculum to increase the credit to contact ratio for CNC courses.
While reviewing student performance on program-level outcomes related to
major tooling projects, the assessed performance levels suggested that more
emphasis needed to be placed on the application of CAD/CAM technology. After
discussing this adjustment with the programs industry advisory committee, this
adjustment is slated to be included in an upcoming curriculum action.
In addition to reviewing program-level outcomes for better alignment with the
processing concentration, the program also needs to thoroughly review course
outcomes for all major courses. This is key to ensuring that assessment plans
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are up-to-date and that these become part of an active continuous improvement
system.
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Section 3
Program Profile
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A. Applications, Admissions, and Enrollments
Applications, admissions, and enrollments have all been up significantly since
2009. The graphs below show these numbers and trends for all available years.
Due to the fact that the program has not tracked the history of application and
admission numbers, data from existing web focus reports was used. These
reports currently date back to fall semester, 2013.
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Being that the program has been “full” for the past three years and now wait
listing students, the program has started to discuss ways in which it could
expand. In considering the options, it is important to note that there are three
significant hurdles to expansion. These include: available lab time, faculty
resources, and S&E budget.
Currently, it seems the most realistic option for expansion involves adding a third
section to the program. This option is based on the assumption that
approximately one-third of all MFT students would pursue the processing
concentration. Over the past several years, the program has developed a block
scheduling system that is capable of supporting a third section. With a third
section in place, the manufacturing labs would (with the exception of an hour
break around lunch and dinner) be scheduled from 8:00 am until 10:00 pm
Monday through Thursday and from 8:00 am until 5:00 pm on Fridays.
Even though lab time is at a premium, the program believes that increasing the
faculty resources and S&E budget are the tallest hurdles. This expansion would
require an additional fulltime tenure track faculty position and the conversion of
an existing full-time (overloaded) adjunct position to a full-time staff position.
As for S&E budget, even though the program is full and far more productive than
any other point during the past 20 years, the program is suffering from a serious
lack of S&E. Due to a series of budget cuts that occurred between 2009 and
2013 with no significant increases since, the program is attempting to survive on
approximately two-thirds of what it had 18 years ago. This means that annual
S&E budget for this program is less than what is budgeted for most secondary
vocational programs. Adjusting the S&E budget to an appropriate amount to
support this growth is most likely the greatest challenge to expanding the
program.
19

B. Enrollment / Headcounts
Given that all MFT courses are offered exclusively on the main campus and no
online courses are included in the curriculum, there is no additional information to
discuss in this section.
C. Student Credit Hour Production
When examining student credit hour production trends for the MFT program, it is
important to realize that there is more to the story than what is represented in the
university data tables. A primary example of this is that all three full-time tenured
MFT faculty members regularly teach courses in the MFGE program. In some
semesters, this MFGE load accounts for 30 – 40% of the total student credit
hours generated by these faculty members; however, this load is not reflected in
the data tables under the MFT program and it is not shown in the graphs
provided.
In addition to this, over the past few decades the program has generated a
significant number of student credit hours through service courses for
manufacturing related students. The graph below shows the total annual student
credit hours generated under the MFT program for both MFT majors and related
students.
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There are a total of two service courses regularly scheduled for related students.
These include MFGT-150, a basic machining course and MFGT-252, an
overview of CAD/CAM and CNC technologies. The MFGT-150 course is a
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required course for Mechanical, Welding, and CAD Drafting / Tool Design
students and the MFGT-252 course is only required for CAD Drafting / Tool
Design students. With the recent implementation of the Basic CNC certificate,
other non-manufacturing students are enrolling in manufacturing courses in order
to secure this additional credential. For the past two years, the manufacturing
programs have offered additional sections of CNC courses to better facilitate this
demand.
For a more complete view of student credit hour production trend for courses that
fall under the MFT program, the combined total annual student credit hours
generated are shown in the graph below.
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Plans to adjust the credit to contact hour ratio of CNC labs will result in a slight
increase in student credit hour production.
D. Productivity
Being that productivity is directly related to student credit hour production, it is
important to realize that there is more to the story than what is represented in the
university data tables. A primary example of this is that all three full-time
tenured MFT faculty members regularly teach courses in the MFGE program. In
some semesters this MFGE load accounts for 30 – 40% of the total student credit
hours generated by these faculty members; however, this load is not reflected in
the data tables under the MFT program’s SCH/FTE calculations therefore it is not
shown in the graphs provided.
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The following graphs shows the annual SCH/FTE for hours generated exclusively
through courses under the MFT program. It should be noted that because the
data tables for SCH/FTE for 2011/12 and 2012/13 provided a combined data set
including both manufacturing programs under one calculation, the SCH/FTE for
these years is approximated based on the information available.
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E. Enrollment Demographics
The following series of charts represent various characteristics of students
enrolled in MFT programs during the past five years. This data includes PreMFT students.
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F. First Year Retention
The following table shows the total number of FTIACs and the percentage of
those who were retained into the second year of the program. Data was not
available for the 2015/2016 school year.
2011/12
Number of FTIACs
% Retained

2012/13

5
80%

12
92%

2013/14
10
60%

2014/15
17
88%

Typically, students who fail to come back for the second year are those who
experienced a financial hardship or they simply were not prepared for the college
workload.
G. Program Graduates
The following table shows the total number of graduates for each year identified.
Data was not available for the 2015/16 school year.

Number of Graduates

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

8

6

10

9
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H. Three-Year Graduation Rate
The following table shows the total number of on-time graduates for each year
identified. Data was not available for the 2013/14, 2014/15, or 2015/16 school
years.
2011/12
% Graduated On-Time

2012/13

40%

33%

With approximately 85% of program graduates continuing their education in a
bachelors degree at Ferris, it seems that a large number of these who could
graduate on time do not. Most often this is because they wait to file the
paperwork until they complete their bachelors program. Although this is
discouraged, it continues to occur.
I. Graduate Average GPA
The following table shows the graduate average GPA for each year identified.
Data was not available for the 2015/16 school year.

Average GPA

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2.16

3.33

2.85

3.33

J. Starter - Graduate ACT Comparison
The graph below compares the average ACT for students starting the program
with the average ACT for program graduates. Data was not available for the
2015/16 school year. No significant variations exist between the scores of the
two groups and therefore no identifiable correlation exists with this data.
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Starter - Graduate ACT Comparison
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K. State and National Examinations
In 2015 the program adopted the Precision Machining Technology Exam
provided by the National Occupational Competency Testing Institute (NOCTI) as
a means of assessing the knowledge gained through the program. This exam is
an on-line knowledge exam regarding the core knowledge involved in precision
machining technology. It is administered in the spring of each year to sophomore
students preparing to complete the degree. To date, all but one student have
passed this exam. The program has not yet compared the student’s
performance national pass rates.
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Section 4
Program Value
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A. Value Beyond Productivity and Enrollment Numbers
1. Value to the College
Program faculty members have a diverse education and experience base
providing support for the MFGE program with the majority of MFT faculty
members teaching 30 – 40% of their annual load in MFGE courses.
Program faculty members are also capable and qualified to teach related
topics in other technology-based programs- particularly those dealing with
process documentation, technical writing, and Computer-Aided Design
(CAD) applications.
The manufacturing lab facilities and equipment are used to support both
the MFT and MFGE programs. In addition to this, they also support
numerous service courses for seven related programs including:
Mechanical, Welding, Automotive, Plastics, Rubber, CAD Drafting and
Tool Design, and Product Design.
2. Value to the University
Program faculty members are active throughout the university as shown
by their participation in numerous committees and involvement in
university activities.
Lab facilities and equipment have proven to be of great value to many
university groups including the physical plant, grounds crew, motor pool,
dining services, and other academic departments. The manufacturing lab
technician estimates that he and his lab attendants (student workers)
perform approximately 150 hours of machining-related support work for
the university each year. At a basic shop rate of $75 per hour, this
equates to $11,250 per year in savings to the university.
3. Value to Related Students
Each year as junior/senior projects arise, program faculty members often
serve as consultants to dozens of manufacturing-related (non-majors)
working on junior/senior projects.
As a result of student interest in special project teams, program faculty
members implemented “open-lab” opportunities to help support these
initiatives. Since implementing these opportunities nearly eight years ago,
several faculty members have invested hundreds of non-paid hours
working with these students and facilitating the design and build of such
projects.
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With the implementation of open lab opportunities, the lab facilities and
equipment are now seeing much greater utilization- particularly with
special project teams. Special project teams such as the Formula Team,
Baja Team, and Human-Powered Vehicle Team utilize the manufacturing
lab regularly to produce their projects. After eight years of offering these
opportunities to special project teams, it has been estimated that the lab
facility and equipment are now receiving an additional 2,000 man hours of
student use each year above and beyond what is scheduled for official
courses.
4. Value to Other Educational Entities
During the past five years, the students, faculty, and staff of the
manufacturing programs helped launch three F.I.R.S.T. Robotics teams in
the Big Rapids area. The faculty and staff of the program provide access
to the manufacturing lab facilities and mentor these high school students
in the design and build of their robots.
Program faculty members serve the greater educational community and
industry through educational advisory boards, serving as certification test
proctors, guest speakers at manufacturing education events, participating
in technology user groups, and participating on regional and state
education committees.
5. Value to the Local Community and General Public
Program faculty are well-engaged in the local community and support a
number of community service groups and non-profit agencies.
On several occasions since the last program review, MFT courses have
taken on special development projects for both the community as well as
private business These special projects provide students service-learning
opportunities that bring a great deal of reality to the course projects.
B. Flexibility and Access
The Manufacturing Technology program operates as a traditional on-campus
program. Because of the programs dependency on active labs, the block
scheduling system for all major courses is geared around lab availability. No online courses currently exist in the program.
This program is one-of-a-kind in that it provides both an intensive tooling
technology concentration that includes a well-rounded exposure to primary
tooling applications and a general processing option that provides students the
opportunity to customize their education to specific areas of interest. This
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dynamic nature allows the program to function as an excellent stepping stone for
a variety of career paths.
The curriculum structure also provides non-majors opportunities for additional
technical electives and better supports cross-programmatic projects as well as
greater accessibility for all students.
Since implementing the last curriculum action, the number of articulations is up
800 percent compared to the preceding ten-year history.
Although no counter-effects have yet been identified, it’s possible that with
continued growth, the program could end up with issues in meeting the demand
for courses (particularly for the CNC certificate) and therefore need to add
additional sections. This may create issues regarding the availability of CNC
machines and possibly impact open lab opportunities.
C. Visibility and Distinctiveness
1. Unique Features/Components of the Program
The following list of highlights includes factual statements currently used
to gain visibility and identify the uniqueness of the program.
Unique, Diverse, Project-Based Experience
This program is the only university-based associate degree in the
nation offering a comprehensive education in tooling technology.
The curriculum covers multiple tooling categories including jigs and
fixtures, metal-forming dies, and plastic molds. All major tooling
courses are project-based and require the application of CAD,
CAM, and CNC technology in producing real-world, functional tools.
Articulation Options
Students entering this program from a secondary school with an
official articulation agreement may have multiple opportunities to
receive college credit for their secondary technical education
experience.
Concentration Options
This degree provides students the option of concentrating on either
“tooling technology” or “processing technology.” Both
concentrations share a common core with the difference being the
nature of advanced technical courses.
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The tooling technology concentration focuses on learning to apply
the science and methodology of precision machining, CAM/CAM,
and CNC to tooling applications. Students gain experience
applying these technologies to the design, build, tryout,
troubleshooting of tool assemblies including jig and fixtures, metal
stamping dies, and plastic injection molds. Exposure to project
management and cost estimating are included as part of these
major projects.
The processing technology concentration focuses on learning to
apply other (non-machining) manufacturing technologies such as
welding, molding, programming automation controls, etc. This
concentration allows students to select technical courses from a
variety of options based on their interests.
Communicating with Industry Standard Process Documentation
Throughout the program, students further develop communication
skills by creating and utilizing industry standard process
documentation including: flow charts, process sheets, setup sheets,
inspection reports, and standard operating procedures.
Application of World-Class CAD/CAM Technology
Beginning in the first semester, students apply world-class
CAD/CAM software to create 3-D solid models and component
drawings. Throughout the remaining semesters, these skills are
further developed through the design, tool-pathing, and production
of complete tool assemblies. Second-year tooling projects rely
exclusively on the application of CAM generated toolpaths and
focus on producing accurate, efficient programs.
Direct Entry to Numerous Bachelor Degree Programs
Both concentrations result in direct entry to seven bachelor degree
programs including the following:
College of Engineering Technology:






Manufacturing Engineering Technology (MFGE)
Product Design Engineering Technology (PDET)
Mechanical Engineering Technology (MET)
Plastics Engineering Technology (PLTE)
Rubber Engineering Technology (RUBE)
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College of Business:
 Business Administration with Professional Tracks (BAPT)
College of Education and Human Services:
 Technical Education (TCED)
Support from Industry Leading Companies
This program is supported by numerous industry-leading
companies who have pledged their support through scholarships,
tooling and equipment donations, consignments, and industrial
projects. Over the past five years, this support has accumulated a
‘value” of gift-in-kind receipts of more than $500,000.
2. Programs Ability to Attract Quality Students
The MFT program is currently in a better position to attract quality
students than ever before. The program can now boast a dynamic
curriculum with multiple articulation options, application of the latest
CAD/CAM technology, and a direct path to multiple bachelor’s degree
programs.
These factors, along with higher enrollment standards, have clearly had a
positive impact on attracting quality students.
3. Competitive Programs
Although the program is very unique and without any direct competition in
this region of the country regarding tooling applications, prospective
students are often confused by propaganda from community colleges
promoting manufacturing degrees with CAD/CAM courses. Most often,
the difference comes down to the amount of required lab time and the
extent of project work. Most community college programs in the state of
Michigan have only about 30% of the required lab time that Ferris’
program has. Therefore, they simply do not have the time on task to go
as far or dig as deep into the application of technology.
Other programs with similar course offerings that also embrace the value
of intensive, hands-on labs include: Pennsylvania College of
Technology’s Automated Manufacturing Technology program and
Vincennes University’s Advanced CNC Machining and Programming
Technology program.
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When comparing the Manufacturing Technology program at Ferris with
other programs nationally, it appears that Ferris is ahead of the pack in
regard to actively engaging its students with CAD/CAM technology early in
the program. In addition to this, Ferris’ program also seems to have a
greater extent of CAD/CAM application and more significant course
projects. On the other hand, these other programs appear to have a
greater diversity in their curriculums in that many integrate electronics
and/or mechatronics courses into their manufacturing programs. Although
this is an option for Ferris students under the processing concentration,
there is no way to draw a direct comparison due to the fact that the
processing concentration provides students the option of customizing their
education to their interests.
Anyone looking to compare programs will likely come to the realization
that although some programs appear to be the same, every program has
a unique flavor based on its history. At Ferris, that flavor is machining for
tooling applications.
4. Preeminent Program
Determining the preeminent program for manufacturing technology may
require a lot more time and energy than what the program has available.
Sorting programs by “flavor” is a reasonable start. Considering the fact
that five similarly titled programs (two in-state and three out-of-state) have
contacted the Ferris’ MFT program coordinator this past year to inquire
about the programs curriculum and project portfolio may indicate that the
program is viewed in high-regard. Considering that these other programs
were referred to Ferris by their industry associates may help qualify that
thought.
D. Relevance and Demand
1. Student’s Rationale for Enrolling in MFT
The majority of incoming freshmen see the MFT program as a stepping
stone and technical base for advancing their education. According to
recent surveys, over 90 percent of the program’s incoming freshmen are
focused on completing a bachelor of science degree in technology with
the majority of these directing their attention to the Manufacturing
Engineering Technology program. Others come planning to pursue a
bachelor’s in Product Design Engineering Technology or Plastics
Engineering Technology. On occasion, a few have their sights set on a
bachelor’s in business or technical education.
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2. Program Relevance and Adequacy
Based on recent surveys of current students, recent graduates,
employers/advisory committee members, and program faculty, all
respondents agreed that the programs curriculum and related course
projects were both relevant and adequate.
3. Response to Emerging Technologies, Stakeholder Needs, and Other Issues
Responding to change is a key component to the program’s success.
Although faculty members often meet with actively engaged industrial
partners, the program’s industrial advisory committee serves a key role in
the planning and development process. The program uses input gathered
from stakeholders, reviews the information with the assistance of the
program’s industrial advisory committee, and adjusts the development
plan accordingly.
4. Labor Market Demand Analysis
In reviewing labor market data produced by the Federal Department of
Labor for careers associated with completing the MFT program as a
terminal degree, the current growth projection shows an anticipated
growth of six percent over the next ten years. The demand for these
workers will remain high as the majority of current workers are nearing
retirement and significantly fewer young people have pursued these
careers over the past 20 years. The majority of manufacturing companies
are reporting serious difficulties finding qualified workers which presents
major concerns due to the fact that these workers are those primarily
responsible for producing and advancing manufacturing equipment and
systems.
In reviewing labor market data produced by the Federal Department of
Labor for careers associated with completing the MFT program as a
stepping stone to a career in Manufacturing Engineering, the data is
somewhat difficult to interpret as the Department of Labor just recently
identified a SOC code for this specific occupation. Currently,
Manufacturing Engineering is classified under Industrial Engineering.
Closely related careers show a stable projection for the future.
See Appendix B, Career and Labor Market Reports, for detailed
information on three primary careers associated with completing the MFT
program as a terminal degree.
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E. Student Achievement
Students of the manufacturing technology program are actively engaged in
registered student organizations, special project teams, and national competition
teams.
Approximately one-half of MFT students are actively engaged in the local student
chapter of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME). This global
organization serves as the only certification agency for certifying manufacturing
technicians and engineers. In this organization, students get exposure to a wide
variety of manufacturing sectors and have the opportunity to learn more about
their industry. Over the past five years, two program graduates were selected by
the society for a feature article in the organizations special edition publication
titled “Thirty Under 30, a Look at Thirty Future Industry Leaders Under Age 30”.
Being that these selections were made by their industry associates, this is clearly
a great achievement.
Special project teams like SAE Formula and Baja rely heavily on the assistance
of manufacturing students. Each year, these teams receive a significant amount
of support from manufacturing students who commit their time and energy as
active team members making components for these vehicles. The level of
quality in the work that these students complete is quite inspiring. They often
receive acknowledgement from other teams regarding the quality of their work.
This past year, three manufacturing students started a new RSO titled the “Ferris
F.I.R.S.T. Alumni RSO”. This organization was the first college-level RSO in the
nation that focused exclusively on providing mentoring support for local F.I.R.S.T.
robotics teams. In this organization, students from a variety of CET programs
assist local F.I.R.S.T. Robotics teams in the design, manufacturing, and project
management involved in building competition robots.
Throughout the past decade, manufacturing students have competed in
numerous Skills USA competitions. They typically do quite well and have
brought home several medals including a gold medal in automated
manufacturing.
F. Employability of Graduates
The MFT program is synonymous with high-quality, technically competent
graduates. Several industry leading companies have correlated their success in
tool manufacturing to a history of hiring MFT graduates. Although a considerable
number of companies recruit annually, many surpass expectations and provide
incentives for students to connect with them. These incentives include multiple
on-campus information sessions with food, gas cards to reimburse students for
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visiting the company, corporate sponsorships for performing well in the program,
and in some cases, even corporate vehicles and apartments for summer interns.
On several occasions over the past few years, program faculty members have
been contacted by recruiting companies commissioned by major corporations to
find associate-level tooling graduates for positions ranging from tool makers to
tooling engineers. This level of recruiting for associate-level graduates was
simply unheard of ten years ago.
It has become common, over the past few years, for those completing the MFT
program, to have numerous job opportunities for summer internships and fulltime
employment well before spring break in March. Last year, over 125 companies
came looking to fill more than 200 manufacturing-related positions during the
course of the school year.
Program faculty members cannot identify a single case where a student has not
found a job directly related to manufacturing within a few months of graduation.
The university data on graduate follow-up surveys supports this by showing
100% placement for the past five years.
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Section 5
Faculty Composition and Engagement
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A. Faculty Members, Programmatic Load, and Teaching Locations
Tenured Faculty
Name: David Borck, Assistant Professor
Programmatic Load: 57% MFT, 43% MFGE
Teaching Location: 67% Main Campus, 33% Grand Rapids
Name: Dean Krager, Associate Professor / Program Coordinator
Programmatic Load: 36% MFT, 14% MFGE, 50% Coordinator
Teaching Location: 100% Main Campus
Name: Louis Nemastil, Associate Professor
Programmatic Load: 70% MFT, 30% MFGE
Teaching Location: 100% Main Campus
Tenure-Track Faculty
None
Adjunct Faculty
Name: Christopher Rybak, Full-time, Adjunct
Programmatic Load: 93% MFT, 7% MFGE
Teaching Location: 100% Main Campus
Name: Bruce Hammond, Part-time, Adjunct
Programmatic Load: 100% MFT
Teaching Location: 100% Main Campus
B. Efficiency and Effectiveness of Current Structure
The current faculty group structure seems to work fine. For the most part, this
structure allows the program to schedule faculty members in courses related to
their areas of expertise. Due to the diverse background and experience of
faculty members, they tend to complement one another so the students receive a
well-rounded exposure to various industrial experiences.
C. Suggestions for Improvement of Structure
In an attempt to gain long-term stability and more efficient lab operations, the
program would like to see the current full-time (overloaded) adjunct position be
converted to a nine month full-time staff position. This position would include a
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mix of lab management responsibilities and the supervision of basic machining
labs and open lab opportunities.
D. Curriculum Vitae
Tenured Faculty
Name: David Borck, Assistant Professor
Highest Degree Earned: Master of Science
Average Annual Teaching Load: 21 Credits / 39 Contacts
Name: Dean Krager, Associate Professor (Program Coordinator)
Highest Degree Earned: Master of Science
Average Annual Teaching Load: 23 Credits / 35 Contacts***
Name: Louis Nemastil, Associate Professor
Highest Degree Earned: Master of Science
Average Annual Teaching Load: 20 Credits / 38 Contacts
*** Load includes one-half release time for coordinator duties.
Adjunct Faculty
Name: Christopher Rybak, Full-time, Adjunct
Highest Degree Earned: Master of Science
Average Annual Teaching Load: 14 Credits / 42 Contacts
Name: Bruce Hammond, Part-time, Adjunct
Highest Degree Earned: Master of Science
Average Annual Teaching Load: 8 Credits / 16 Contacts
E. Service
Program faculty members serve the greater educational community and industry
through educational advisory boards, serving as certification test proctors, guest
speakers at manufacturing education events, participating in technology user
groups, and participating on regional and state education committees.
F. Research
The program is currently engaged in a machining research project with the
American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI). In this project, the program is
contracted to perform a series of machining tests for the organizations Bar
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Products Machinability Committee. These tests involve machining mill certified
steel alloys, measuring the insert wear, capturing digital images of the wear,
compiling a tool life report, and presenting the information at regular meetings.
Information gathered from this project is being used to update industry standard
reference tables for machining speeds and feeds. This project allows both
students and faculty members a chance to be actively engaged in activities that
positively impact the industry.
G. Continuing Education / Professional Development
With the program’s recent push towards advanced technology, faculty have
spent considerable hours engaged in professional/technical development.
Faculty are aware of the need to progress in professional/technical development
and continue implementing industrial and academic best practices.
See Appendix C, Faculty Information, for faculty specific education and
professional/technical development activities.
H. Stakeholder Perceptions of the Quality and Composition of Faculty
Based on recent surveys of current students, recent graduates, and
employers/advisory committee members, there is no indication of issues
regarding the quality and/or composition of faculty.
I. Program Policies and Procedures
According to college and school policies, all MFT faculty members advise
students on a regular basis. Having program advisers that teach directly in the
program provides students the best possible scenario for getting the most
accurate, up-to-date information for scheduling and career planning.
J. Hiring and Retention
Hiring well-qualified adjunct instructors to cover extra load is extremely difficult
based on the fact that there are not many in the surrounding rural area. Those
that do exist are typically working a lot of hours in industry. The current adjunct
pay does nothing to entice someone to travel any distance to teach as an
adjunct. Most of these prospects can earn significantly more by putting in a little
overtime.
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Section 6
Program Administration and Support
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A. Administration
It seems the program is well-served with the current CET organizational
structure. The only administrative concern is the funding regarding program S&E
dollars. The only comments received on a recent faculty survey refer primarily to
program funding. These comments are as follows:
“We are drastically underfunded. For the number of students we support (not only in our own
program from other programs with related classes to the clubs on campus that use our facilities)
we are underfunded. We are not like most programs. Much of our cost are not out in the open.
On top of that, we support the Ferris maintenance staff as well. This needs to be recognized.
Also, we need a full time lab supervisor that would watch over the lab outside of class time and
manage tooling as well. We could cut tooling costs if there was a supervisor watching over this.
This person could also sharpen much of our tooling to save costs in sending it out to be done.
This could help us in the safety department do to the fact all too often students are in the lab
working without supervision. When our program was redone and lab hours shortened, we were
told by the Dean of the CET that this would happen. It never happened so therefore students
work unsupervised outside of classes to get the work done.”
“The program has come a long way in developing over the past few years; much better utilization
of current technology and much more concerted team effort. The greatest issue threatening this
ongoing development is properly funding this program. For the past 3 years we've been full in
regard to enrollment and this year we are wait-listing students yet our S&E budget is only 66% of
what we had 18 years ago. This is not only unacceptable, it’s downright embarrassingparticularly when you realize that a typical high school program (vocational/technical center
program) has more money to work with. Something is wrong with our S&E allocation system and
this needs to get fixed. If it wasn't for our industrial discounts and donations, there is absolutely
no way we could do what we do with our students.”

B. Staff
The program enjoys having a friendly, competent, and efficient secretary and lab
technician to help support the many tasks associated with running the day-to-day
operations of a growing program.
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Support Services
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Support Services
The program does not have any concerns regarding the quality of any of the
support services provided by the university. Program faculty and students use a
variety of these services on a regular basis and appear to be content with the
service they are receiving.
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Facilities and Equipment
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Facilities and Equipment
During the course of the past three years, the manufacturing programs have
spent considerable time working together with the welding programs on a major
initiative to secure a complete overhaul of the Swan Annex facility. This project,
which was recently approved for construction, represents a $30,000,000 capital
outlay project through the State of Michigan. This will result in a comprehensive
upgrade of both program’s educational spaces and equipment. When complete,
this facility will allow both the manufacturing and welding programs to integrate
all their educational resources into a single location. All current issues regarding
inadequate facilities and aging equipment should be resolved through this
project.
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A. Perceptions of the School of Design and Manufacturing Director
Evaluation of Overall Quality

July 20, 2016

Manufacturing Technology (AAS) and Manufacturing Engineering Technology (BS) Programs
Evaluation.
My evaluation of the Manufacturing degree programs on a 1 - 100 scale with 100 representing the
highest quality achievable would be 92. Basis of Evaluation. The Manufacturing programs evaluated
as part of this Academic Program Review (APR) process were the original degree offerings of what
today is the College of Engineering Technology. Because many other degree programs were
developed from a Manufacturing background, the Manufacturing Technology AAS (MFGT) and the
Manufacturing Engineering BS (MFGE) programs continue to provide a number of required courses
for the Mechanical Engineering Technology, Product Design Engineering Technology, Plastics
Engineering Technology CAD Drafting and Tool Design, Automotive Engineering Technology,
Industrial Technology Management and Welding Engineering Technology programs. These courses
taught for other programs are provided in addition to the classes taught for MFGT and MFGE
students. Because of this dual responsibility the Manufacturing programs are often impacted by
changes outside their direct control.
The two degree programs evaluated by this review, despite being interdependent upon each other,
have only recently began moving toward a closely linked program identity. The Manufacturing Tooling
(AAS MFGT) program has experienced solid growth from a low enrollment point approximately 8
years ago. This resurgence of interest has been driven by rapidly expanding career opportunities in
advanced machining processes (CNC) and by the development of a more flexible curriculum allowing
easier scheduling and integration with other College of Engineering Technology programs. The
Manufacturing Engineering Technology (BS MFGE) program has an established record of very
productive enrollment levels as well as a sustained history of high levels of post-graduate
employment with starting salaries among the highest of Bachelor’s Degree programs at FSU. The BS
MFGE program is also one of only three CET programs to be successfully offered by FSU in Grand
Rapids in an evening format for non-traditional students with full time employment. Both the MFGE
and MFGT programs have benefitted from the increased cooperation between the two programs in
the areas of curriculum development, program planning, faculty hiring and equipment acquisition.
Recommendations for Improvement. With current all current trends seemingly positive for the
Manufacturing programs, I can identify no areas requiring immediate improvement. Some areas that
should be considered to continue the positive changes that have been made already are;
1. Facility Improvement – The current facilities used by the Manufacturing program are not a positive
or accurate reflection on the program or the profession. In some cases, excellent equipment is being
used in areas with limited space, producing instructional difficulties. Within the current laboratory
areas there are no facility improvements that seem practical without major renovation. There is
currently a major renovation project for the Swan Building Annex that has received final approval by
the State of Michigan. It is vitally important to the future of the program that this project be
successfully completed.
2. Faculty Diversification – It is likely that the Manufacturing programs will find it necessary to add
faculty in the near future. Previous experience with the hiring process indicates that it will be difficult
to fill these positions within salary constraints without compromising the level and quality of
experience or educational qualifications. To address this potential problem area, the Manufacturing
program is encouraged to continuously solicit interest among qualified potential faculty in view of
potential openings. It will be important to hire faculty with at least five years of successful, relevant
professional experience and to give preference to candidates with at least a technical BS degree and
graduate education that includes a degree from an institution other that Ferris State.
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3. Improved Waiting List Policy – The success of the Manufacturing program has created a growing
demand to enroll beyond program capacity. In addition, other CET programs with poor enrollment
management often use manufacturing courses to fill the schedules of pre-program students
increasing the demand for manufacturing courses. Currently the program uses a first come – first
served approach. While this is a fair and reasonable way to manage demand before full program
enrollment, the students currently seeking admission would be better served by a strictly competitive
admissions process. This would improve the program by admitting the best applicants rather than
those who happen to apply early. This type of competitive admission is typical of the most selective
academic programs nationwide and would raise the stature of the manufacturing programs while still
providing an admission process that is fair to all. The Manufacturing programs must also rigorously
manage enrollment in MFGE and MFGT courses to ensure that critical capacity is not being used to
support students from other programs that are in a pre-program status.
4. Merge MFGT & MFGE – Since the AAS and BS programs are essentially a 0-4 program in
Manufacturing, it is expected that they will continue to have common interests. It is recommended
that Manufacturing programs merge their budgets and faculty groups into a single entity. While this is
not an easy step because of years of historic separation, such a merger would provide increased
flexibility and encourage focus on common objectives that would benefit both programs.
5. Improved Laboratory Staffing Strategy for MFGT – There are a number of laboratory sections in
MFGT programs that could be conducted using non-tenured faculty. While the lecture portion and the
laboratory content of a course should remain the responsibility of tenured program faculty, many
MFGT laboratory sections would be more effectively conducted by technical staff rather than faculty.
While this will not be easy to implement, it would provide for well supported laboratories while
allowing tenured faculty resources to concentrate on course content.
6. Improved Implementation of Laptop PCs – Currently MFGT & MFGE programs both require
students to have a student owned laptop computer. Unfortunately, due to a variety of reasons, the
use of student owned laptop PCs has been spotty in the Manufacturing courses. The manufacturing
programs should make a renewed effort to insist that the required student PCs are used in all
computer based activities in program courses. It is acknowledged that that this may require changes
in the software used and its licensing however it is believed that suitable alternatives exist that would
allow a complete implementation while continuing to meet course objectives. Only a more complete
implementation of student owned laptop PCs would provide all the benefits identified when this
requirement was originally implemented.
Richard F. Goosen PE, PhD
Director School of Design & Manufacturing
College of Engineering Technology
Ferris State University
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B. Perceptions of the College of Engineering Technology Dean
ACADEMIC PROGRAM REVIEW
Manufacturing Engineering Technology - AAS & BS Programs
Perceptions of Overall Quality
Dean Rating – 92%
Rationale:
 These programs provide education in manufacturing concepts that are always in
demand. These concepts include how to make products better, faster, safer, and less
expensive. The student develops strong analytical and problem solving skills through
classroom theory and laboratory hands-on implementation. Students procure high paying
and high performance level positions upon graduation, and are in high demand in
Michigan as well as across the nation. There also exists a high demand for these
graduates within many international companies.
 There are two concentrations that a student may follow, the tooling track or the
processing track. This assists in recruiting a wider range of students
 The graduates from this program have numerous job offerings immediately. Companies
that pursue the graduates are among the leaders in a wide range of industries. This
includes automotive, equipment, machinery, defense, etc.
 The program curriculum is diverse. It includes foundational courses within the first year
and advances into applied practical engineering courses. The program prepares students
for a very broad range of occupations and how to deal with manufacturing engineering
challenges found daily in industry. All of the faculty have extensive, applicable industry
experience. Faculty currency is kept by attendance to seminars, membership to
professional engineering societies, and working with companies throughout the year. The
same diverse group of companies that hire the graduates also repeatedly take program
interns, a degree requirement. Faculty visit and monitor the interns as coordinators. This
also aids in the currency and updating of faculty knowledge.
 The program uses TracDat assessment software to create, house, monitor and manage
curriculum outcomes and assessment methods. The coordinator of the programs is a
current tenured faculty member. In rotating faculty through this position, they share in
program administrative duties and issues. This assists in understanding and consensus
gaining with decisions that support program quality and keep it student focused.
 This program demonstrates its value to the university through attracting an abundance of
students who represent a high level of academic ability. As such, the program enrollment
trend along with its retention rate are both upward and high. The graduates bring
notoriety back to the program, college, and university. This notoriety is due to the
graduates having a solid technical background which allows them to solve a broad array
of problems in areas such as design, testing, and manufacturing. This leads to an
increasing amount of students entering the programs.
Improvement Recommendation:
 The updating and new facilities construction of the laboratory and educational spaces
need a foundational maintenance plan for state-of-the-art appearance and functionality
with an emphasis on cleanliness.
 Continue curriculum improvements and enhancements through the utilization of data and
self-studies.
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Eliminate the program wait list and create student flexibility as the building activities
occur.

Larry Schult
Dean, College of Engineering Technology
Ferris State University
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Implementation of Findings
The programs standard operating procedure regarding the findings of the APR
process is to forward a copy of these findings to the program’s industry advisory
committee for review. Given that the committee will have already had a chance
to review the APR document submitted by the program, the resulting APRC
report will serve as topic of discussion in the following advisory committee
meeting. Once the report is discussed, recommendations from the committee
will be incorporated into the programs operational system and/or future planning.
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